Activity Report
By
ELIP-Initiative (PMP) and BEPD

Theme: 2021 budget town hall for CSOs and other relevant stakeholders to
collect citizen's inputs.
Venues: School of Deaf, Hadejia, Gumel Emirate foundation and Sir Ahmadu
Bello Hall Dutse.
Time: 10: 00am
Date: 19th -21st September, 2020
INTRODUCTION
Budgeting is a process whereby future income and expenditure are decided in
order to streamline the expenditure process, budgeting is done in order to keep
track of the expenditures and income and also makes sure that all the money is
being spent in the right direction and financial goals are attained.

Budget is prepared through a calculative process between the coordinating agency
and the spending MDA`s. Budget and Economic Planning Directorate issues
guidelines or communicating instructions to executing agencies while executing
agencies plan and present requests for Budget allocation.

Budget preparation as one of the main components of the process considers public
participation as an essential ingredient in coming up with sound budget document
that contain felt-need of the citizens. In a bid to increase openness, inclusiveness
and citizens’ engagement in budget process, a Town hall meeting on 2021 Budget
input gathering was organized by Budget & Economic Planning Directorate in
collaboration with EL- Integrity promotion Initiatives (ELIP Initiatives) formally
Project Monitoring Partnership (PMP), a Civil Society Organization working on
Policies, Programs and Budget Process in the State, which has been coordinating
the gathering of citizen inputs for over a decade. The meeting was conducted on
Thursday 19th, 20th and 21st September, 2020, at School of Deaf, Hadejia, Gumel
Emirate Foundation, Gumel and Ahmadu Bello Hall, New Secretariat Complex,
Dutse

respectively.

This

activity,

in

no

small

measure,

assisted the Directorate in gathering Citizens’ inputs from formal public
consultations. It is an improve version of the previous once where it was conducted

centrally in Dutse, this years on was decentralize three senatorial districts. While
the previous engagement of Civil Society Organizations (CSO) participation in all
the processes from EFU, MTSS Sector Strategy Sessions and during bilateral
discussions with Ministries, Departments and Agencies was strengthen.
OBJECTIVE OF THE MEETING
The objective of the townhall meeting was to discuss thoroughly and gather
citizens input in order to come up with comprehensive budget and to show that
Jigawa State Government budget is open to all citizens and relevant stakeholders
by showing its commitments and taking full ownership of the budget by creating
effective opportunities for public participation as disclosure and participation are
mutually reinforcing drivers of accountability, improved budget process and
decision making, other objective are as follows:
i.

To sensitize citizens and others stakeholders on the annual planning and
budget processes especially how efforts are being to achieve a policy-based
budget based on linkages between the State Comprehensive Development
Framework (CDF II), Medium Term Sector Strategies by key Sectors and
the Annual Budget;

ii.

To provide opportunity for the Citizens and other Stakeholders to make
inputs into the planning and budget process particularly with regards to the
2020 budget;

iii.

To serve as an avenue to Community-Based Organizations (CBOs) / Civil
Society Organizations (CSOs) and other invited participants to review and
discuss citizens’ demand into budget harnessed from grassroots
consultations.

iv.

To sensitize citizens on the policy thrust of the 2020 budget, objectives and
priorities as well as other basic information and rudiments of 2020 budget.

PARTICIPANTS

The participants were drawn from various Government Agencies, Civil Society
Organizations, Community-Based Organizations, Faith Based Organizations,
Organized private sector, Youths organizations, organized women groups,
Development partners and the Academia. In all, a total number of about 100
participants attended the meeting from the Ministries, Departments and Agencies
as well as from various civil society groups.
OPENING PROTOCOLS
After climate settings, opening prayers and self-introduction by participants,
opening remarks was then made by Permanent Secretary Budget and Directorate,
Deputy Director budget and Director Planning at Hadejia, Gumel and Dutse
Respectively. they started by welcoming all participants who were drawn from
various Government Agencies, Civil Society Organizations, Community - Based
Organizations, Organized private sector, Youths organizations, Organized women
groups and Academia and hoped that, the data gathered is from the

source and will contribute immensely in 2020 budget, He then wishes all
participants successful deliberations and hoped that, the inputs will be utilized in
accordance and contribute towards human development and State in general.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE TOWNHALL MEETING
Having concluded the opening protocols, the following activities were conducted
in sequence as follows:

i. Objectives of the meeting:
This was briefly presented by Deputy Director Budget, Director Planning and
Director Budget, at Hadejia, Gumel and Dutse respectively.

ii.

Overview on Citizens Participation in Budgetary Process:

An overview of citizen’s participation in budgetary process. They started with the
constitutional premise and pointed out that, the main primary objective of the
Government is provision of security and welfare of the people which lead to the
development of the State master plan CDF from Government side in order to
improve the life of the citizens across the State,

and also stated that, CDF

Comprehensive Development Framework, Sectors strategies, also stated that,
Budget and Economic Planning Directorate in Collaboration with PMP introduced
the gathering in order to gather citizens inputs, moreover projection were made for
2021 budget, MTEF, MTSS and all sectors submitted their proposals for the fiscal
year, Government engages citizens to submit their needs in the next coming three
years and finally the gathered information were submitted to BEPD as inputs,
another way of gathering the input is through CBO`s were they use to sample some
communities and gather their inputs, He also said despite the gathered information
Government use to prioritize and extract the most needful ones.

the state shall

harness the resources of the nation and promote national prosperity which will
leads to secure the maximum welfare, freedom and happiness of every citizen in
the State. He added that Jigawa state cover about 80% on water and sanitation,
utmost priorities will only be reflected out of the priorities submitted, 0 – 16 years
are almost half of the state population, they are considered in the budget because

they are future leaders of tomorrow, they need to be productive, He also said BEPD
is ready to engaged all CBO`s, NGO`s and partners to partake in the exercise
based on their relevant partnering MDA`s. They finally thanks all participants.

iii. Presentation of citizens input
As earlier stated, the Town Hall has provided an opportunity for a presentation and
discussions on 2021 budget citizens’ inputs collected by the ELIP from all the
nooks and corners of the State. The document containing report of the
consultations was officially presented to the Permanent Secretary by the Executive
Director/Coordinator of ELIP, Mr Isah Mustapha – that is the official presentation
of the documented copy of 2021 Budget Citizens’ Inputs. This document serves as
additional citizens’ inputs to the wider discussions and further inputs by participants
during the session.
After formal presentation of the
citizens’

inputs

submitted

to

(earlier

BEPD),

the

Executive Director/Coordinator
ELIP

briefly

presented

the

content of the report and the
process followed to come up
with same. He stated that the
report was structured to give
complete picture – it contained the methodology, objectives and major
findings by sectors, by projects, analysis by Local Government and concluded
with proffered recommendations. As coordinating body and facilitator of
collection of citizens demand, with the support from about 100 CBOs
Generated from 30 Constituencies reaching out Adult (Men and Women),
youth (Male and Female) and People with Disabilities. In addition, Due to

COVID 19 a google form was used to harvest more inputs from the citizens
and come up with compiled citizens’ inputs expected to feed into 2021 budget.
The inputs were generated and collated through Vox-pop in the selected
communities and categorize the input gathering by constituency and then
sector e,g. Water, Health, Education among others. He finally stated the
following recommendations:
1. The utmost priority is recruitment of health workers; this request was reflected
across the 30 constituencies. We recommend for allocation of fund in 2021
budget recruitment of health workers and deployment of non-medical staff
from local government to health facilities.
2. The highest priority flood control, we recommend the creation of budget line
for coordination between state and federal agencies to address the menace.
3. acute shortage of teachers is the key priority, this corroborates with state data,
which show cases over 600 basic schools with a single teacher. We
recommend for budget line to commenced the J-Power program
4. The priority needs for this sector is increase allocation to road maintenance
5. findings from the analysis of 2018-2019 awarded contract as shown that, the
state is not reaping from CIT of most of the contracting companies due lack
of offices in the state. Those that, shows they have office it is no longer to be
found. Government should provide additional mark for those with functional
office as it will serve the state dual purpose. Increase in revenue and reduced
unemployment
6. Brief Talks On 2020 Budget Plans
i.
Education Sector (Permanent Secretary)
Represented by his Director comment that education Ministry is the most very
large Ministry in the state with 18 Agencies, where FG intervention has become a
burden on the state government after the FG withdraw its intervention eg school

feeding program. He also comments that the Ministry is unable to accommodate
out of school children.
ii.

Water Sector (Permanent Secretary)

Represented by Director Planning Ministry of Water emphasized on their efforts to
covert manual boreholes to solar system, improving water supply across the state,
like wise target to stand fully on public hygiene aspects with the support of partners
into the sector of which currently the sector is reviewing the WASH policy. Lastly
stated out the challenges encounter which is the training of trainers regarding the
services.
iii.

Health Sector (Permanent Secretary)

Both permanent secretary and Dir. Planning Ministry of health disclose that,
Government is committed towards improving health of the populace through
provision of adequate health facilities across the state, They said, base on 2020
budget Government plan to construct additional Specialist hospitals, General
hospitals, PHC and Upgrading of some of the BHC to PHC and plan to build more
health institutions across the state.
iv.

Agric Sector (Permanent Secretary)

In his remark on the 2020 budget plan by Agric sector, Director planning whose
represented Permanent Secretary stated that, by 2020 Government plan to spend
about 12 billion Naira on agricultural inputs and they are planning to boost irrigation
and fishing activities across the state among others.

General discussions and observations by the participants - synopsis of issues
raised and recommendations made include among others:
1. Looming crises approaching public service due to loss of institutional memory
2. Much concentration for physical infrastructure without commensurate of
human resources to manned the institution

3. Generally low budget release to program funding in health in particular
4. Constituency projects traction with state policy direction socio-economic
impact of the citizens attained of state braid policy objectives
5. Low budget release of nonphysical; sector the agriculture budget release for
2019 stands at less than 9%.
1.
2. wrong combination by Jigawa state students in JAMB, Ministry of Education
need to strengthen Guidance and Counseling departments to guide students.
3. Government to collaborate with Federal University Dutse to construct Female
hostels to avoid anti-social activities conducted by the students
4. Flooding control should be taken in to consideration in the budget
formulation.
5. Recruitment of teachers for both basic and post basic schools in the state to
overcome the issue of shortage of teachers
6. Training and retraining of teachers
7. Recruitment of additional health workers
8. Provision of cattle route across the state
9. Provision of drugs and equipments to health facilities
10. Training of traditional birth attendant
11. Orientation training to health workers on negative behavior towards clients
12. Training of youth on agricultural services such as spraying, harrowing
The session was followed by responses from Officials of the Budget and Economic
Planning Directorate and other representatives of MDAs present. These generals
were focused on current efforts to address some of the issues and a fledge to
ensure that the Budget and Economic Planning Directorate in collaboration with the
MDAs will as much as possible to incorporate the issues into the 2020 – 2022 MTSS
and the 2020 Proposed Budget to be submitted to the House of Assembly.
Participants were also enjoyed to follow-up the proposed budget with the House of

Assembly before into passage into Law as well as with MDAs during the
implementation stage of the budget
Closing Remarks was made by Acting Head of Service Alhaji Hussaini Ali Kila, were
He thanks all participants and mentioned that, Government is always ready to
accept all the contribution submitted by citizens and put them in to consideration.

Sign;
Isah Mustapha
Executive Director

Sign;
Auwalu Muhd Bello
Deputy Director Budget

ELIP-Initiative (PMP)
Rapporteurs’ Report
The meeting starts by opening prayer from one of the participants. Then all the
participants introduced themselves by calling their names, LG and organization.
The director planning budget and economic planning directorate Ibrahim Adamu
continuously held the meeting by briefing the objectives of the meeting. The
essence of the meeting as the director said was to have the view of citizens about
th 2021 budget.
He then however the director said this meeting was started since 2005 with some
CSOs, he said that without the partnership of the CSOs some budget will not
achieved.
The meeting continuously held by M. Labaran Salisu where he stated the setting
stage for citizen's input. I.e the constitutional premises as he said it was aim of the
government to improve socioeconomic wellbeing of its citizens. He then discussed
on comprehensive development framework CDF I.e the overall state policy
document containing the socioeconomic development and refund agenda of the
state government and it serves as a medium-term development policy blueprint
which also provide a vison and mission that in being term in perspective. He said
the CDF was developed by all many peoples including CSOs and stakeholders
and it was renewed after each five years and it contains three-year budgets mallam
Labaran stated the major sectors that was agriculture, education, health, water and

others. He however said the MTEF projection was three year budget he discussed
on its features.
Labaran talked on the nature of citizen's inputs he said the harmonized citizen's
input received from the grass- roots as championed and facilitated by concerned
civil societies. The inputs shall be comprehensive by looking at both income and
expenditure. The executive director ElIP- I and director planning added on how the
budget contains in CDF and MTEF was.
While the meeting was held a room for question, command and observations was
opened where one of the participants asked about joint account, the director said
it was an account that gathered all the meetings money and it was financed by
state and local government another participant asked about why most of the capital
project was on roads he then adviced the budget partner to support on other
sectors.
OVERVIEW AND FEEDBACK OF 2020 CITIZEN'S INPUTS
The overview and feedback of 2020 citizen's inputs was discussed by Isah
Mustapha executive director Elip-Initiative (PMP) he said it was the CSOs gathered
the view and opinion of citizen's to involved in budget at the three tiers of
government. He stated the objectives and methodology i.e designed a tool for the
analysis and download the document. He talked on the relevant sectors were
citizen's input was involved in 2020 budget. Isah Mustapha discussed on major
findings where he said there is consistent reflection of citizen's inputs into budget
and number of citizens and communities and covered has increased, percentage
of citizen's inputs reflected on budget increased compared to previous year. He
said while the percentage increased it may reduce the number of double project.
The inputs were made by different group of people according to the local
government and the views were wrote and presented on the paper.
Lawan ya'u Abdullahi BULDEF executive director was made the closing remarks,
he then calls on organization to go align with the local government and track all the
project organized by government.
Then one of the participants made the closing prayer.

Sign. By
Fatima Ja'afar
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Citizens Inputs to 2021 Budgets
Generated from 30 Constituencies reaching out Adult (Men and Women), youth (Male and
Female) and People with Disabilities

SUBMITTED TO

His Excellency, the Executive Governor, Jigawa State
Alh Muhammad Badaru Abubakar mon,min

Generated, Analyzed and Compiled By:

EL- Integrity promotion Initiatives (ELIP Initiatives) formally known as Project Monitoring
Partnership (PMP)
Investment shops Kiyawa road, Dutse, Jigawa State
Mott: towards improve service delivery
E-mail: jgpmp2009@gmail.com
07054542480, 08053955582

September, 2020

INTRODUCTION:
Participatory governance is one of core principle of good governance, it gives a very citizens’ a
sense of belonging, strengthen inclusion and community ownership for improve service delivery.
As a leading Civil society organization working on policies, public financial management and
social auditing Exceptional Leadership and Integrity Promotion Initiatives (ELIP Initiatives)
formally known as Project Monitoring Partnership (PMP) has been collecting and collating
citizens’ inputs into Local Governments State and Federal Budgets plans and policies for over a
decade through its local chapters across all the 30 constituencies and 126 branches across the
286 in Political wards in Jigawa State.
At ELIP-Initiative we believe that, delivering effective service delivery requires multi-facet
approaches and entails translating ideas, manifestos and aspiration into plans. Plans translate
goals and objectives into provision of goods and services and societal development through
budgets implementation. Among the prerequisite for achieving societal development a long,
medium- and short-term plans were developed.

Therefore, in the spirit of open governance, co-creation and effort towards institutionalization of
participatory budgeting processes at all strata of society to support participatory budget ELIPInitiative coordinate and facilitates the collection of citizens demand in all the 30 constituencies of
the state and collaborate with budget and economic planning directorate and host townhall
meetings for CSOs and key stakeholders on 2021 budget. Inputs from these two processes were
compiled and submitted to relevant MDAs for 2021 budget preparation and implementation.
It is pertinent to note that, the percentage of citizens’ inputs reflected and implemented into
budgets especially state budgets keep on increase from less than 15% in 2009 to 35% in 2020
with projects cost between 20-35 billion Naira.

Steps for Generating Inputs
Development of tools:






tool for generating inputs
online tool generating inputs
simple tool for Constituency Analysis
simple tool for Sectoral Analysis

Collection and collation of inputs from:
 PMP local chapters
 other CBOs
 online platform
Analysis:

 Inputs prioritization
 by constituencies
 by sectors
Sharing of Inputs with:
State MDAs
Federal MDAs
LGAs Chairmen
JSHoA members
NASS members as relate to them.
Radio phone-in program
Infor-graphs and share on different social media platforms
Presentation of the Inputs to Budget and Economic Planning Directorate (BEPD) at
town hall meeting by BEPD
Objectives:









1. To generate citizens’ inputs into 2021 budgets
2. To prioritize citizens’ demand using simple research techniques
3. To classify the inputs by constituencies, and sectors
4. To improve citizens’ participation in budgets process
5. To strengthen citizens’ ownership

MAJOR FINDINGS

Chart Title

Sector

No of
projects

Infrastructure

96

Water

47

Health

71

Education

61

Environment

48

Agriculture

45

Empowerment 23

Infrastructure
Education
Empowerment
Min for LG

Water
Environment
Land
Women Affairs

Health
Agriculture
Commerce

Land

1

Commerce

1

Min for LG
Women
Affairs
Total

5
2
400

Key Priorities and Recommendations
Health:

 The utmost priority is recruitment of health workers; this request was
reflected across the 30 constituencies. We recommend for allocation
of fund in 2021 budget recruitment of health workers and deployment
of non-medical staff from local government to health facilities.
 Revival of Haihuwa-Lafiya initiative to cater for many maternal new
born issues
 Orientation and training to existing health workers on negative
behaviors towards clients

Environment:

 The highest priority flood control, we recommend the creation of
budget line for coordination between state and federal agencies to
address the menace.
 We recommend creating a green blanket by planting surviving trees
across the state
 Flooding control shall be taken into consideration in the budget
formulation
 Provision cattle route across the state

Education:

 acute shortage of teachers is the key priority, this corroborates with
state data, which show cases over 600 basic schools with a single
teacher. We recommend for budget line to commenced the J-Power
program
 there is equally acute shortage of relevant literature at our schools
libraries, we therefore recommend a budgetary allocation for that.
 Straighten guidance of students on JAMB course combination and
general SSCE preparation
Roads:

 The priority needs for this sector is increase allocation to road
maintenance
 Provision of local roads for moving agricultural products to various
markets across the state

 Provision of additional culverts along the existing roads to mitigate
flooding
Agriculture:

 recruitment of extension Agents and establishment of meat processing
company at Maigatari either by government, private or PPP
 creating a government own fertilizer company to cater its shortage
 training of youth on agricultural services
Empowerment:
Revenue

 findings from the analysis of 2018-2019 awarded contract as shown
that, the state is not reaping from CIT of most of the contracting
companies due lack of offices in the state. Those that, shows they have
office it is no longer to be found. Government should provide additional
mark for those with functional office as it will serve the state dual
purpose. Increase in revenue and reduced unemployment
 enhancing and constructing new infrastructures such as local football
stadiums, motor park etc to aid additional income to the state
 resuscitation of Jigawa sunrise transport company
 to sensitize citizens on the benefits of tax for improve service delivery
and create awareness on the content of IGR law
 full implementation of IGR law
 provide budgetary allocation of adequate training and means of
identification of tax collectors
Feedback from 2019-2020 Budget implementations

 Looming crises approaching public service due to loss of institutional
memory
 Much concentration for physical infrastructure without commensurate
of human resources to manned the institution
 Generally low budget release to program funding in health in particular
 Constituency projects traction with state policy direction socioeconomic impact of the citizens attained of state braid policy objectives
 Low budget release of nonphysical; sector the agriculture budget
release for 2019 stands at less than 9%
Annexes
S/N

COMMUNITY
Gagarawa

LGA
Gagarawa
Gagarawa
Gagarawa
Gagarawa

Galadi and Turbus

Maigatari

Kazaure
Dambo dam, Gada &
Daba schemes
Gumel
Gumel
Gumel

Kazaure

Gumel
Sankara
Gantsa
Gwaram
Kiyawa
Auyo

Gumel
Ringim
Buji
Gwaram
Kiyawa
Auyo

Gurjiya
Birniwa

Guri
Birniwa
Babura
Babura

Kazaure
Gumel
Gumel
Gumel

INPUTS
subsidized fertilizer provision
viable seed provision
train farmers on new farming system
extension workers provision
Irrigation scheme
Revival of Kazaure tomato fruits
processing
improvement of irrigation system
upgrading of LIBC to irrigation site
increase fertilizer supplies to farmers
employment of agric extension workers
provision of pest/disease control
mechanisms
Recruitment of Agric extention workers
Establishment of Veterinary hospital
Grazing reserves and cattle route
Construction of Water channels
Clearing of typha grass
Clearing of thypha grass from Gurjiya to
Zoriyo
Provission of modern farming inputs
Supply of fertilizer to farmers
Improve facilities to farmers

SECTOR
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture

Babura

Provision of agriculturer loan to the
farmers

Agriculture

Babura
Gwiwa

Recruitments of agric extension workers
Employment of agric extension Staff

Agriculture
Agriculture

Sule

Suletankarkar

Provision of irrigation centres

Agriculture

Danzomo
Albasu
Dangwaki
Doko

Suletankarkar
Suletankarkar
Suletankarkar
Garki

Provision of irrigation centres
Provision of irrigation centres
Provision of irrigation centres
Irrigational system

Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture

Sugungun
Jirima

Garki
Garki

Irrigational system
Irrigational system

Agriculture
Agriculture

Gwarzon Garki

Garki

Irrigational system
Provision of affordable fertilizer to farmers
across the state
Implements tractors across the state

Agriculture

Garki
Garki

S/N

COMMUNITY

LGA

Kanya

Babura
Babura
Babura

Doko town

Garki

INPUTS
Construction of drainage at kanya
kofar gabas along Ringim road
Expansion of water collection point
at babura evacaution of drainage LG
Implementing of road side trees
along Babura LGA
Flooding ( Dam) to control the
flooding

Agriculture
Agriculture

SECTOR
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment

Sugungun

Garki

Flooding
Environment

Gwallawa

Garki

Flooding
Environment

Kargo

Garki

Flooding
Environment

GGSS Garki

Garki
Garki
Garki

from Danzabe garage
to kururumi fada gabas
Medu and Madaka

Flooding
Erosion control in three borrow pits
in Garki at Rafin goje, Tanduwa, and
Rafin sani all in Garki town
Environmental sanitation day across
the state
Drainage construction
Drainage construction

Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment

Rafin matsakuwa, rafin
secretariat to Matoya
Gada, Galadanci,
Katoge and Gidan ruwa
Sankara

Maigatari

Erosion control

Environment

Kazaure
Ringim

Erosion control
Disaltation of Hadejia Jama'are river
Erosion control in Fankan Fayau
Pond
Erosion Control in Kwanar Gurgu
pond
Erosion control
Erosion control
Erosion control
Recruitment of environmental
health workers
Erosion control in Bagadaza near
Dingaya
Erosion & Flood control in Akama,
Auna Karama, Fandai and Fagen
Kura ponds
Flood control
Flood Contol
Flood control and Embankment injn
Badungu, Shinguru and Other
Demacartion of cattle root
Gradging and embankment in Auyo
town
Desilting of Hadejia River
Embankment from Gurjiya-Zariyo
Shalterbelt and tree planting
Construction of embankment in
Marma Village
Redimarcation of cattle route and
grazing reserves of the LGA
Flood and Erosion control at Fagen
Azara, Fagen Unguwar Makafi and
Fanisau quarters
Flood and erosion control in
Bulangu Town
Embankment of Tamballe Water
pond
Erosion control at Tudun Babalola
House, Leventis and Mawachi watr
pond in M/Madori
Flood control
Flood control

Environment
Environment

Taura

Taura

Taura
Tsohuwwar Maranjuwa
Burtulun
Jigawar Tsada

Taura
Dutse
Dutse
Dutse

Dutse

Dutse

Bagadaza

Gwaram

Jahun
H/Sabuwa
H/tsohuwa

Jahun
Jahun
Jahun

B/Kudu
Across Kaugama LGA

B/Kudu
Kaugama

Auyo
Auyo
Zariyo
Birniwa

Auyo
Auyo
Guri
Birniwa

Marma

Kiri Kasamma

Kiri Kasamma

Kiri Kasamma

K/Hausa

K/Hausa

Bulangu

K/Hausa

M/madori

M/Madori

M/madori
Mairakumi
Chanchanda

M/Madori
M/Madori
M/Madori

Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment

S/N

Maleri
Matsa
Arki
Tashena

M/Madori
M/Madori
M/Madori
M/Madori

Hadejia

Hadejia

COMMUNITY

LGA
Maigatari
Maigatari
Maigatari
Maigatari
Kazaure

Dutse
Zugai
Snkau Gari
Unguwar Mani
Goran Malam

Dutse
Roni
Roni
Roni
Roni

K/Hausa

K/Hausa

Bulangu

K/Hausa

M/madori

M/Madori

M/madori

M/Madori

Flood control
Flood control
Flood control
Flood control
Relocation of Walawa, Garko and
Mailolo Water ponds

Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment

INPUTS
SME for women
Youth Skill acquisition
empower the blind
Addition and replacement of PWD
on social security
Value chain addition empower at
sugar factory, meat processing
factory
Provision empowerment skills to
Tsangaya Shools
Women Empowerment
Skills acquization Centre
Women Empowerment
Youth Empowerment
Provision of empowerment
equipment in K/Hausa Girl Child
Care
Provision of empowerment
equipment in Bulangu Girl Child
Care
Construction of skills acquization
centre for PWDs in M/Madori
Construction of youth
empowerment centre in M/Madori

SECTOR
Empowerment
Empowerment
Empowerment

Environment

Empowerment
Empowerment
Empowerment
Empowerment
Empowerment
Empowerment
Empowerment
Empowerment
Empowerment
Empowerment
Empowerment

Suletankarkar

Reviving Skills acquization center to
be functional
Implementation of J.power
program in the state
Employment of youths in general
perspective
Additional disabled beneficiaries of
social security allowance

Auyo

Auyo

Women Empowerment

COMMUNITY

LGA

M/madori

M/Madori

INPUTS
Rehabilitation of Kano -Nguru Rail
way
Desalting of Hadejia River from
Hadejia Bridge to Masama
Provision of adequate security
personnel and boarder checking
point
Inter state transfer from Garki LG to
state civil service

Hadejia

Hadejia
Babura
Gwiwa

S/N

Hadejia

Hadejia
Suletankarkar
Garki

Empowerment
Empowerment
Empowerment
Empowerment
Directorate of
Empowerment

SECTOR
Governance
Governance

Governance
Governance

S/N

COMMUNITY

Malam baki
Maigatari
Bosuwa

LGA
Maigatari
Maigatari
Maigatari
Maigatari
Maigatari
Maigatari
Kazaure
Kazaure
Kazaure

kofar yamma, gusau,
kofar arewa and
mailepe

Gumel

Gumel
Gumel

Gumel
Gumel

Gumel
Gumel

Gumel
Gumel

INPUTS
construction of General hospital
Health extension workers
recruitment
construction of health staff qtrs
construction of health clinic
upgrade MGR PHC to general
hospital
PHC construction
health workers recruitment
facilities and infrastructure
improvement
Provision of Ambulances and
Haihuwa lafiya vehicles
PHC construction
Additional Human Resource for
Health
Free health care for PWDs
intensive malaria prevention
measures
expansion of GGH

SECTOR
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health

Daushe

Ringim

Dutse

Dutse

Kiyawa

Kiyawa

Jagwa

Jahun

Gwaram

Gwaram

Dutse

Dutse

Jahun

Jahun

Kaugama
Auyo

Kaugama
Auyo

Auyo
Guri
Guri

Auyo
Guri
Guri

Birniwa

Birniwa

Birniwa

Birniwa

Birniwa

Birniwa

Bulanchuri

Kiri Kasamma

Kirikassama

Kiri Kasamma

Kiri Kasamma
Jabo

Kiri Kasamma
K/Hausa

Bulangu

K/Hausa

M/madori

M/Madori

M/madori

M/Madori

M/madori

M/Madori

Kashin Dila

M/Madori

Construction of PHC
Increase Budget Line for Malaria
and Nutrition
Provision of additional patient
Wards and Facilities in Kiyawa PHC
Construction of Health facility in
Jagwa
Complition of Gwaram General
Hospital
Free Medical Services fro Sexual
Assault Victims
Expansion of Accident and
emergency unit in JahunGeneral
Hospital
Additonal Health Workers Across
the LGA
Upgrading of Auyo PHC
Provission of additonal health
workers in the state
Additional health workers
Completion of Guri General hospital
deployment of additional security
personnels for the facilities
Construction of one PHC in Birniwa
town
Provission of Health workers acroos
the state
Construction of Health post at
BulanChuri
Upgrading of health facility to
General Hospital
Recruitment of doctors and nurses
for existing health facilities
Upgrading of Jabo PHC to Cottage
Recruitment and deployment of
additional health workers to
Bulangu Health facility
Construction of additional Patient
block In M/madori PHC
Provision of hospital equipment to
M/Madori PHC
Recruitment of health workers
across the state
Renovation of Health Centre in
Kashin Dila

Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health

Akurya

M/Madori

Tashena

M/Madori

Dunari
Dakido

M/Madori
M/Madori

Hadejia
Hadejia
Hadejia

Hadejia
Hadejia
Hadejia
Babura

Renovation of Health Centre in
Akurya
Construction of New PHC at
Tashena
Construction of Maternity Ward and
fencing at Dunari
Fencing of Dakido PHC
Recruitment and deployment of
additional consultant and medical
workers to Hadjia Hospitals
Recruitment of Health workers
Free drugs to PWDs

Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health

Garki

Recuitments of health personels
Supply of adequate equipment and
drugs to health facilities
Provision of vehicles to haihuwa
lafiya
Construction of general hospital in
Gwiwa town
Construction of PHC at Fara garo
Free malaria treatments across the
state

Garki

Employment of health personnel
across the state

Health

Gidan maza

Garki

Renovation of dispensary clinics

Health

Jirima

Garki

Renovation of dispensary clinics

Health

Gwarzo

Garki

Renovation of dispensary clinics

Health

Lautai

Garki

Renovation of dispensary clinics

Health

Makangawa

Garki

Renovation of dispensary clinics

Health

Daki daka

Garki

Renovation of dispensary clinics

Health

Babura
Babura

Fara garo

Gwiwa
Gwiwa

Health
Health
Health
Health
Health
Health

S/N

COMMUNITY
Gagarawa tasha opposite
secretariat and Medi opposite
filling station

LGA

INPUTS

Gagarawa New layout

SECTOR
Land

S/N

COMMUNITY

LGA

INPUTS

SECTOR

Babura

Street naming

Min of LG

Babura

Min of LG
Min. of LG
Min. of LG

Kaugama
Ubba & Abbashi

Kaugama
Kaugama

House numbering
Completion of Jumaat Mosque in
Kaugama
Construction of Local Shops

K/Hausa
Baruma

K/Hausa
Suletankarkar

Completion of Jumaat Mosque
Construction of Friday mosque

Min. of LG
Min. of LG

Bango

Suletankarkar

Construction of Friday mosque

Min. of LG

S/N

COMMUNITY

LGA

Guri

Guri

Hadejia

Jahun

INPUTS
Construction of skills acquization
centre for PWDs
Establishment of additional 2 Sexual
Assault referal centers at North
west and North East senatorial
districts

Hadejia

Provision of rehabilitation center for
drug abusers

SECTOR
Min. of Women
Affairs

Women Affairs
Min. of Women
Affairs and Social
Development

S/N

COMMUNITY
Mado kangarwa,
malam baki, garin
lamov
Medu, Gagarawa Tasha
Ringim

LGA

Ringim

Sankara
Chaichai
Gantsa
Kiyawa
Kiyawa
Jahun
Zandam Nagogo

Ringim
Ringim
Buji
Kiyawa
Kiyawa
Jahun
Gwaram

Gawaram
Dutse
Guri
Gajiya
Musari
Kadira
Adiyani
takazza
yalwan Musari
Jangwan Magaji
Jarmari
Kagare
Birniwa

Gwaram
Dutse
Guri
Guri
Guri
Guri
Guri
Guri
Guri
Guri
Guri
Guri
Birniwa

Kiri Kasamma

Kiri Kasamma

K/Hausa

K/Hausa
Babura

kafadoya

Gwiwa

kundiga

Gwiwa

shafe

Babura

gadare

Gwiwa

INPUTS

SECTOR

Solar power water supply
Water pump provision
Pipe extension and reticulation
Additional boreholes for Sankara
water Pump
Upgrading and reticulation
Provision of Water lodge in Gantsa
Pipe extension and reticulation
Provision of water lodge
Provision of Water Lodge
Construction of water loadge
Supply of additional diesal to
Gwaram water pump stations
Create Earth dam across the state
Conversion of motorized to solar
Conversion of motorized to solar
Conversion of motorized to solar
Conversion of motorized to solar
Conversion of motorized to solar
Conversion of motorized to solar
Conversion of motorized to solar
Conversion of motorized to solar
Conversion of motorized to solar
Conversion of motorized to solar
Pipe Raticulation inbirniwa town
Conversion of Motorised to solar
scheme across the LGA
Provision of water overhead tank to
K/Hausa Reformatory
Water pipeline in Babura town
Construction of water supply
system (Solar)
Construction of water supply
system (Solar)
Construction of water supply
system (Solar)
Construction of water supply
system (Solar)

Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water

kalo

Gwiwa
Gwiwa

Construction of water supply
system (Solar)
Employment of health post staffs

Water
Water

Sule

Suletankarkar

Provision of water channels

Water

Danzomo
Dangwaki
Albasu

Suletankarkar
Suletankarkar
Suletankarkar

Water
Water
Water

Sule town

Suletankarkar
Kazaure

Provision of water channels
Provision of water channels
Provision of water channels
Provision of additional water
scheme and ritualization system at
some new site unguwar nasarawa,
Tsangaya and sabuwar Abuja Qtrs
prevention of open defeacation in
rural areas

Gumel

Pipe reticulation

Gumel

Additional water pump house
provisionof incinerators at strategic
location

Abuja qtrs

Gumel

Water
Water and
sanitation
Water and
sanitation
Water and
sanitation
Water and
sanitation

S/N

COMMUNITY

Kanya

LGA

INPUTS

SECTOR

Babura

Construction of road from Koko to
fayam daya in danbatta LG kano

Works

Babura

Upgrading of road to Garki LG

Works

Babura

Babura

Tinkishi

Gwiwa

Wailaren Fulani

Gwiwa

Maintainance of kwanar Babura to
Garki road
Construction of feeder road from
Tinkishi to Kuduge
Construction of another first surface
tied road from wailaren fulani to
Dan'abzun

Gwiwa

Contruction of first tied road from
Gwiwa, Zauma to Badori

Suletankarkar
Suletankarkar
Suletankarkar
Garki
Garki
Gagarawa tasha new
site
Medu
Gagarawa tasha, court
area
Fulata

Hadejia road-Jalo,
Gujungu road-Jalo,
Dantanoma junctions/isiya, malam majira
street, magaji mayohadejia, Bulama suleHadejia road.

Construction of tarred access road
Albasu, kwanar Jeke to Jeke town
Upgrading of feeder road to tarred
road
Upgrading of Sule to Jigawa Dan'ale
feeder road to tarred road
Second phase township road Garki
town
Overlying of Asphart from Garki,
Jangari, maku and kanya babba
road

Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works

Additional township roads
construction of township roads

Works
Works

Maigatari
Kazaure
Kazaure

Extension of electrification
Rectify electricity power outage
provision of security lights
Township roads Phase II

Works
Works
Works
Works

Gumel

township road constructions

Works

Ring road S/fawaHammadoDanfarakwai-sule road
Abuja and Nassarawa
qtrs
Gusau - bakin kasuwa,
kabiru namlli stree,
abuja qters, nasarawa
qters, ali Badala street
Abuja qtrs

Gumel

Gumel

Gumel

Gumel

Gumel

Gujungu

Taura

Taura

Taura

Kiri
Gantsa

Taura
Buji

GAntsa

Buji

Nasarawa

Miga

Miga
Gudduba
Katuka

Miga
KIyawa
Kiyawa

Jabanna
Kwaimawa

Jahun
Dutse

Basirka
Basirka

Gwaram
Gwaram

Gwaram

Gwaram

Jahun

Jahun

Jahun

Jahun

Gumel

Asphalt overlay

Works

Gumel

Drainage construction

Works

Gumel

street light provision
electrification and tranformer
provision
upgrade of market and motor park
to ultra modern
conversion of old motor park to
plaza
Construction of drainages in
Gujungu Market
Construction of feeder road from
Taura-Umarni-Dan Karaye-BidawaChukuto-Kayar Gazara-Kwanar
Dorawa in Garki LGA
Construction of feeder road from
Kiri-Nahuce-Bardo-Ajaura
Rehabilitation of Sara- Girimbo road
Construction of access bridge in
Gantsa Arewa and Kudu
Construction of drainage in
Nasarawa community
Rehabilitation of demage area along
Dangatin -Miga road
Construction of access feeder road
Construction of drainages
Construction of feeder road from
Achau-Jabanna-Magama -Kanwa
Provision of padestrain bridge
Rehabilitation of Gwaram -Basirka
road
Expansion of Gwaram bridge
Federal government to take over
Gwaram-Darazo road
Construction of drainages at
Yammawa, Reka Quarters and
Aujara
Construction of bridges along Jahun
Gujungu road starting from
Tsakuwawa

works
Works
Works
Works
Works

Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works

Takur

Dutse

Kagadama

Roni

Daurawa

Roni

Sankau

Roni

Roni

Roni

Nanumawa
Madaka

Roni
Roni

Kwaita

Roni

Amaryawa
Dakaiyawa
Yalleman

Roni
Kaugama
Kaugama

Dakaiyawa
Bayin Kudu and Bayin
Kwari

Kaugama

Arbus

Kaugama

Unik

Auyo

Hankudau
Bangeli

Auyo
Auyo

Zubaro
Auyo
Guri

Auyo
Auyo
Guri

Jigawar Fulani

Guri

Adiyani

Guri

Madamuwa

Guri

Birniwa

Birniwa

Kumsa

Birniwa

Kaugama

Construction of township road
Construction of feeder road from
kagadama - Bashe
Construction pof feeder road from
Daurawa-Tuntube
Construction of feeder road from
Sankau to main road
Construction of drainage in Kofar
Kudu
Construction of feeder road from
Nanumawa-Roni
Construction of Gora -Madaka road
Construction of feeder road from
Dansure to Kwaita
Construction of feeder road from
Bashe- Amaryawa-Kwaita to
Jamanga
Township road
Township road
Construction of feeder road From
Dakaiyawa -Malam Madori
Construction of culvert
Renovation of feeder road from
Arbus -Girbobo
construction of road from Kwanar
Gawo- Unik
Construction of access bridge from
Hankudau -Marina
Construction of access bridge
Construction of access bridge from
Zubaro- Auyo
Completion of Auyo township road
Construction of drainages in Guri
Construction of road and drainages
from Jigawar Fulani- DiribdaGaduwa
Overlaying of Guri-AdiyaniMargadau feeder road with asphalt
Construction of road from Arin Madamuwa-Lafiya
Overlaying of Birniwa to M/Madori
feeder road with asphalt
Overlaying of Dolen Kwana- Kumsa
feeder road with asphalt

Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
works
works
Works
works
Works
Works

Matafari

Kiri Kasamma

Turabu

Kiri Kasamma

Marma

Kiri Kasamma

K/Hausa

K/Hausa

K/Hausa

K/Hausa

K/Hausa

K/Hausa

Bulya

K/Hausa

Karumbudi

K/Hausa

M/madori

M/Madori

M/madori
Garin Gabas

M/Madori
M/Madori

Hadejia
Hadejia

Hadejia
Hadejia

Hadejia

Hadejia

Shada

Gwiwa

Tazarce

Gwiwa

Ture Kwado

Gwiwa

Wailaren Bugaje

Gwiwa

Rorau Hungu

Gwiwa

Auyo

Auyo

Kashin Dila Babba

M/Madori

Constrution of feeder road from Kiri
kasamma - Matafari
Constructionn of drainages in
Turabu
Construction of feeder road from
Marma-Sagari-Kibak
Construction of drainages and
culvert
Consruction of additional township
road
Renovation of existing township
road
Construction of road from
Tunwajira- Bulya
Construction of road from Bulangu Karumbudi
Construction of additional township
road at Dunari, Sabuwar Kampala,
Leventis and Sabon gari Quaretes in
Malam madori
Competion and Overlaying of
M/Madori -Kaugama feeder road
Construction of drainages
Dualization of Road from Azamu
Village of M/Madori to old motor
park round about in Hadejia
Renovation of Major township road
Construction of drainges from
Gagulmari-Mailolo, from MatsaroJuma'at Mosque-Court road, from
court road to Mailolo and across
Kandahar quarters
Provision of electricity to the
following villages
Provision of electricity to the
following villages
Provision of electricity to the
following villages
Provision of electricity to the
following villages
Provision of electricity to the
following villages
Additional Classroom teachers in
both Basic and post basic schools
Construction of feeder road from
Rija- Kashin Dila Babba-Karama

Works
works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works

Works
Works
Works
Works
Works

Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works
Works

S/N

Hadejia

Hadejia

COMMUNITY
Gagarawa tasha

LGA
Gagarawa
Gagarawa
Gagarawa

Maigatari

Maigatari
Kazaure

Gumel
Gumel
Gumel
Gumel
Gumel

Kazaure
Gumel
Gumel
Gumel
Gumel
Gumel

Jahun

Jahun

Kaugama and Others

Kaugama

Kaugama

Kaugama

Yalleman

Kaugama

Auyo

Auyo

Guri

Guri

Birniwa
Birniwa

Birniwa
Birniwa

Renovation of MakaraHuta road
from Maje road near Muhay and
link to Shagari road

INPUTS
Provision of boarding sch
teacher recruitments
fencing and renovation of GGW
special sch
teacher recruitments
teacher recruitments
upgrade informatics to run more
programs
additional classes
Additional teaching staff
additional watchmen
provision of instructional materials
techer training
Provision and separating of boys
and Girls secondary schools (Junior
and Senior
Additional class room teachers in
both Primary and secondary schools
across the LGA
Construction of Admin Block, Toilets
and Classsrooms in GDASS Kaugama
Provission of teaching materials at
Tahfizul Qur'an Yalleman
Establishment of boarding
Secondary school in Auyo
additional classroom teachers in
both Basic and post Basic schools
Additional teachers to GDAss
Birniwa
Additional Non teaching staff

Works

SECTOR
Education
Education
education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education

Birniwa

Birniwa

Kiri Kasamma

Kiri Kasamma

Sarawa

K/Hausa

K/Hausa

K/Hausa

K/Hausa

K/Hausa

Jabo

K/Hausa

Autatuwa/Jabo

K/Hausa

M/Madori

M/Madori

M/madori

M/Madori

M/madori

M/Madori

M/Madori

M/Madori

Garin Gabas

M/Madori

Garin Gabas

M/Madori

Garin Gabas

M/Madori

Hadejia
Hadejia

Hadejia
Hadejia
Babura
Babura

construction of classrooms in the
LGA schools
Additional Secondary school
teachers
Renovation of Classroom at
Gurgundaho, Maraba, Galadimawa
and Sarawa PS
Renovation of classes and
laboratories at science Secondary
School K/Hausa
renovation of Staff quarters at
Science Secondary school K/Hausa
Renovation of Class room at Gabari
PS
Establishment of Primary School in
Autatuwa
renovation of staff quarters at
Senior Secondary M/Madori
fencing Of Govt Girls Science
Secondary School M/Madori
fencing of Unity Boarding Secondary
School M/Madori
Recruitment of Primary and
secondary school teachers across
the state
Construction of administrative block
in GDSA Garin Gabas
Construction of Additional Block of
classroom at Junior Secondary
School Garin Gabas
Wall fencing of Junior and Senior
secondary Schools
Fencing of Some Primary and
Secondary Schools such as Sambo,
Maje, Bello Bayi, Haruna, Gawuna
and Adamu Maje etc
Recruitment of teachers
Recruitment of O,level teachers

Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education

Education
Education
Education

Duzau

Babura

Recruitment of tatiary teachers
Construction of Junior secondary
school

Education

Dan Ali

Babura

Lack of administrative block for DSS

Education

Kanya

Babura

Lack of administrative block for DSS

Education

Garun Gudaya

Babura

Lack of administrative block for DSS

Education

Education

Dan Ali
Kanya

Babura
Babura

Provision of staff quarters for DSS
Provision of staff quarters for DSS

Education
Education

Garun Gudaya

Babura

Provision of staff quarters for DSS

Education

Gwiwa
Suletankarkar
Garki
Garki
Garki
Dutse

Dutse

Employment of primary and
secondary school teachers
Recruitments of primary school
teachers and watchmen
Recruitment of classroom teachers
and sub-staff across the state
Combation of santami international
school to tertiary institution
Construction of science laboratory
at Government day secondary
school Garki
Reviving the existing 6 Islamic
Quranic Tsangaya School to be fully
functional

Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education (IEB)

S/N

COMMUNITY
Gujungu

LGA
Taura

INPUTS
Upgrading of Gujungu Market

SECTOR
Commerce

